A case of medial tibial plateau split depressed fracture treated with ORIF & plating with bone substitute
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Abstract
Tibial plateau fractures are complex intraarticular fractures that usually have a variety of fracture patterns & associated ligament injury. Concomitant ligament injury is one of the major problem & is easily missed because of the nature of fracture configuration. This is a case report of a patient with medial tibial plateau split depressed fracture who underwent ORIF & plating with Bone Substitute.
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Introduction
Medial tibial plateau split depressed fracture is a rare fracture pattern with small number of case reports in the literature. Isolated medial tibial plateau split depressed fracture is not explained in any of the classification. These were predominantly treated nonoperatively till 1970s with traction, cast bracing & even spica casting. 1980s onwards, improved methods of ORIF became an advantage of reducing the articular surface, alligning the limb & mobilizing the knee early. Recently hydroxyapatite crystals containing various forms of calcium are started using instead of autograft because the former prevents the collapse &helps in new bone formation.

To our knowledge this is the first study of a patient with medial plateau split depressed fracture with isolated PCL that couldn’t be explained by mode of injury. Patient was treated by ORIF & plating with bone substitute & was evaluated preop, 6, 12 & 24 weeks postoperatively.

Radiographic union was assessed by plain X-Ray & CT scan.

Case Report
A 31 years old Male presented with a history of slip & fall at home following sustained injury to left knee. Patient was taken to local hospital where he was diagnosed to have proximal tibia fracture after X-ray & Above knee slab was given. He was referred to our hospital for further management.

Patient had pain & swelling of left knee following the incident, on examination there was localised swelling, tenderness, warmth over the left knee with restricted range of motion. Special tests couldn’t assess due to the severe pain & instability. There was no neurovascular deficit.

Patient is evaluated with X ray & CT scan of left knee which confirmed left medial tibial plateau depressed fracture. Case was operated through the medial approach. Fracture window was opened by incising MCL in line with fracture. Depressed fragment was elevated under fluoroscopy guidance & bone substitute was applied for preventing further collapse. Anatomic reduction achieved through the plates & the subchondral area is stabilized & articular surface is maintained through 2 parallel screws under fluoroscopy guidance. Patient was immobilized postoperatively for 6 weeks & range of motion exercises along with quadriceps & hamstring strengthening exercises. Partial weight bearing started at 6 weeks & Full weight bearing initiated at 3 months.

He came to hospital with a complaint of instability to left knee for which he was diagnosed to
have isolated PCL injury clinically (Posterior drawer test +) which is treated conservatively by physiotherapy. He was improved after 3 months of physiotherapy in view of instability & range of motion of the left knee. There was good radiological union at the end of 6 months.

Discussion
Fractures of the tibial plateau involves the articular surface of the proximal tibia, it represents 1% of fractures in adults in which medial tibial plateau split depression fractures are <5%. CT scan is mandatory as it demonstrates articular depression, displacement & comminution more clearly than plain radiograph. More advanced 3D reconstruction images will give spatial relationship of the fracture fragments. Several studies proved that long term problem will be residual laxity due to bony depression rather than ligament laxity. Synthetic crystals (Hydroxyl apatite crystals with tricalcium phosphate) are recent advance in surgery for minimising this problem which reduce the subsidence after fixation & prevent secondary displacement.

Bajammal et al. found that all patients whom are treated with fixation with bone substitute had good radiological & clinical outcome according to Rasmussen’s score. Bucholz et al. found that all all patients achieved preoperative level of activity after surgery & there was no significant difference between the pre & post-operative Tegner score.

Calcium phosphate is an injectable, moldable & biocompatible bone substitute that has been used as a synthetic bone void filler. Augmenting with Calcium phosphate was shown to fill the bone defect & prevent collapse of the fracture site. In addition to mechanical strength they are gradually reabsorbed over time & replaced by host bone. However the rate of Calcium phosphate resorption should be balanced with rate of new bone formation to prevent fragment subsidence. This is a case report of a patient with medial tibial plateau split depressed fracture who underwent Orif & Plating with Bone Substitute.

Conclusion
The most important consideration of tibial plateau fractures are the restoration of plateau surface by anatomic reduction, for that subchondral defects must be filled to prevent joint surface from subsiding when the bone is subjected to loading. Synthetic hydroxyapatite crystal with TCP is a better bone substitute that can be used as a synthetic bone void filler. Medial condyle split depression fractures are unique & it might present with isolated PCL injury which needs careful evaluation with CT & MRI scans. Articular reduction of the depressed fragment has to be done & maintenance of this rigid fixation should be done with bone graft / substitute to achieve favourable outcome.
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